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synonyms for powerful influential significant strong important potent mighty prominent heavy duty antonyms of
powerful weak little powerless insignificant unimportant helpless impotent feeble find 58 different ways to say
powerful along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com the meaning of powerful
is having great power prestige or influence how to use powerful in a sentence powerful meaning 1 having a lot
of power to control people and events 2 having a lot of strength or force 3 learn more adjective having or
exerting great power or force synonyms strong forceful antonyms weak physically strong as a person a large
powerful athlete producing great physical effects as a machine or a blow potent efficacious a powerful drug to
become truly powerful you have to see yourself as you really are and to position yourself to use your strengths
for the greater good that means taking a clear eyed look at your strengths and your weaknesses and owning
them both completely thesaurus having a lot of physical or mental strength powerful these are words and
phrases related to powerful click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the definition of
powerful having great power or force very effective a powerful engine a powerful voice a powerful telescope a
huge and powerful storm is on track to hit florida i traded my computer in for a more powerful model capitalism
is an immensely powerful force in modern society gene technology is a very powerful tool humour can be a
powerful weapon 1 having great power force potency or effect 2 extremely effective or efficient in action a
powerful drug a powerful lens 3 dialect large or great a powerful amount of trouble definition of powerful
adjective in oxford advanced american dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar
usage notes synonyms and more 12 for the word of god is quick and powerful and sharper than any twoedged
sword piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit and of the joints and marrow and is a discerner of
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the thoughts and intents of the heart here are some of the top motivational quotes from celebrities to push you
forward on your journey to success allow these inspirational quotes to fill your mind with clarity and purpose
straight from hollywood you never really learn much from hearing yourself speak george clooney having or
capable of exerting power or influence leading to many or important deductions a powerful set of postulates a
powerful theorem mining large capacious said of veins of ore mathematics not comparable being a powerful
number synonym squareful powerful definition 1 having a lot of power to control people and events 2 having a
lot of strength or force 3 learn more across various fields be it politics science literature or activism strong
women have made their indelible mark demonstrating that strength comes in many forms and often against
formidable odds in this article we ve curated a collection of quotes from strong women throughout history other
translations say the prayer of a righteous person is powerful and effective niv or the effectual fervent prayer of
a righteous man availeth much kjv this verse motivates us to cry out to god because he uses our prayers to
change the world whether making a standup presentation to a large audience or a sit down one on one face to
face or virtual presentation skills matter whether it s the good ol jedi mind trick or just a skill to modify your
diplomacy in d d the power of persuasion is all powerful 12 for the word of god is living and powerful and
sharper than any two edged sword piercing even to the division of soul and spirit and of joints and marrow and
is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart a powerful solar storm in may 2024 created auroras on
mars and provided scientists with crucial information that could aid future crewed missions to the red planet



powerful synonyms 73 similar and opposite words merriam May
12 2024
synonyms for powerful influential significant strong important potent mighty prominent heavy duty antonyms of
powerful weak little powerless insignificant unimportant helpless impotent feeble

58 synonyms antonyms for powerful thesaurus com Apr 11 2024
find 58 different ways to say powerful along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus
com

powerful definition meaning merriam webster Mar 10 2024
the meaning of powerful is having great power prestige or influence how to use powerful in a sentence

powerful definition in the cambridge english dictionary Feb 09
2024
powerful meaning 1 having a lot of power to control people and events 2 having a lot of strength or force 3 learn
more



powerful definition meaning dictionary com Jan 08 2024
adjective having or exerting great power or force synonyms strong forceful antonyms weak physically strong as
a person a large powerful athlete producing great physical effects as a machine or a blow potent efficacious a
powerful drug

11 traits of strong and powerful leaders you can follow Dec 07
2023
to become truly powerful you have to see yourself as you really are and to position yourself to use your
strengths for the greater good that means taking a clear eyed look at your strengths and your weaknesses and
owning them both completely

powerful 91 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Nov 06
2023
thesaurus having a lot of physical or mental strength powerful these are words and phrases related to powerful
click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the definition of powerful

powerful adjective definition pictures pronunciation and Oct 05



2023
having great power or force very effective a powerful engine a powerful voice a powerful telescope a huge and
powerful storm is on track to hit florida i traded my computer in for a more powerful model capitalism is an
immensely powerful force in modern society gene technology is a very powerful tool humour can be a powerful
weapon

powerful definition and meaning collins english dictionary Sep 04
2023
1 having great power force potency or effect 2 extremely effective or efficient in action a powerful drug a
powerful lens 3 dialect large or great a powerful amount of trouble

powerful adjective definition pictures pronunciation and Aug 03
2023
definition of powerful adjective in oxford advanced american dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example
sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more

hebrews 4 12 kjv for the word of god is quick and bible Jul 02 2023
12 for the word of god is quick and powerful and sharper than any twoedged sword piercing even to the dividing



asunder of soul and spirit and of the joints and marrow and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the
heart

100 powerful motivational inspirational quotes about life Jun 01
2023
here are some of the top motivational quotes from celebrities to push you forward on your journey to success
allow these inspirational quotes to fill your mind with clarity and purpose straight from hollywood you never
really learn much from hearing yourself speak george clooney

powerful wiktionary the free dictionary Apr 30 2023
having or capable of exerting power or influence leading to many or important deductions a powerful set of
postulates a powerful theorem mining large capacious said of veins of ore mathematics not comparable being a
powerful number synonym squareful

powerful english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 30 2023
powerful definition 1 having a lot of power to control people and events 2 having a lot of strength or force 3
learn more



92 best quotes by and for strong women good good good Feb 26
2023
across various fields be it politics science literature or activism strong women have made their indelible mark
demonstrating that strength comes in many forms and often against formidable odds in this article we ve
curated a collection of quotes from strong women throughout history

what does the prayer of a righteous man is powerful and Jan 28
2023
other translations say the prayer of a righteous person is powerful and effective niv or the effectual fervent
prayer of a righteous man availeth much kjv this verse motivates us to cry out to god because he uses our
prayers to change the world

powerful and effective presentation skills harvard business Dec 27
2022
whether making a standup presentation to a large audience or a sit down one on one face to face or virtual
presentation skills matter



100 best superpowers ign com Nov 25 2022
whether it s the good ol jedi mind trick or just a skill to modify your diplomacy in d d the power of persuasion is
all powerful

hebrews 4 12 nkjv for the word of god is living and bible Oct 25
2022
12 for the word of god is living and powerful and sharper than any two edged sword piercing even to the
division of soul and spirit and of joints and marrow and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart

radiation will be a real challenge for mars colonists Sep 23 2022
a powerful solar storm in may 2024 created auroras on mars and provided scientists with crucial information
that could aid future crewed missions to the red planet
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